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Abstract

This paper presents a mechanism called time-deterministic replay (TDR) that can reproduce the execution of a program, including its precise timing. Without TDR, reproducing the timing of an execution is difficult because there are many sources of timing variability – such as preemptions, hardware interrupts, cache effects, scheduling decisions, etc. TDR uses a combination of techniques to either mitigate or eliminate most of these sources of variability. Using a prototype implementation of TDR in a Java Virtual Machine, we show that it is possible to reproduce the timing to within 1.85% of the original execution, even on commodity hardware.

The paper discusses several potential applications of TDR, and studies one of them in detail: the detection of a covert timing channel. Timing channels can be used to exfiltrate information from a compromised machine; they work by subtly varying the timing of the machine’s outputs, and it is this variation that can be detected with TDR. Unlike prior solutions, which generally look for a specific type of timing channel, our approach can detect a wide variety of channels with high accuracy.

1 Introduction

When running software on a remote machine, it is common for users to care not only about the correctness of the results, but also about the time at which they arrive. Suppose, for instance, that Bob is a customer of a cloud computing platform that is run by Alice, and suppose Alice offers several machine types with different speeds, for which she charges different prices. If Bob chooses one of the faster machines to run his software but finds that the results arrive later than expected, he might wish to verify whether he is getting the service he is paying for. Conversely, if an angry Bob calls Alice’s service hotline to complain, Alice might wish to convince Bob that he is in fact getting the promised service, and that the low performance is due to Bob’s software.

A closely related problem has been studied in computer security. Suppose Charlie is a system administrator, and suppose one of his machines has been compromised by an adversary who wants to exfiltrate some data from the machine without raising Charlie’s suspicion. In this case, the adversary might create a covert timing channel [31]—that is, he might cause the machine to subtly vary the timing of the network messages it sends, based on the data it is supposed to leak. As in the previous scenario, the outputs of the machine (in this case, the transmitted messages) are perfectly correct; the problem can only be detected by looking at the timing.

Although the two problems appear very different at first, they are in fact both instances of a more fundamental problem: checking whether the timing of a sequence of outputs from a machine M is consistent with an execution of some particular software S on M. The difference is in the part of the system that is being questioned. In the first scenario, it is the machine M: Bob suspects that Alice has given him a slower machine than the one he is paying for. In the second scenario, it is the software S: Charlie suspects that the adversary may have tampered with the software to vary the timing of the outputs. Thus, a solution for the underlying problem could benefit both of the scenarios we have motivated.

One possible approach would be to try to infer the “correct” timing of running the software S on the machine M, e.g., by carefully analyzing the timing of the various subroutines of S. But there are many factors that can affect the timing of a program’s execution – cache effects, hardware interrupts, inputs at runtime, preemptions by the kernel or by other programs, I/O latencies, and many more – and their combined effect is extremely difficult to predict. Even inferring an upper bound can be very difficult, as the extensive literature on worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis [50] in the real-time systems domain can attest and even an excellent WCET would still not be sufficient to solve our problem because we would need to know the specific runtime, not just an upper bound.
practice, TDR is limited by the presence of replay; would take exactly the same time as play, but in ing in a similar way. On an ideal TDR implementation, play and replay so that they affect the program’s timing, and it carefully aligns its own operations during the executions should be very similar as well.

Deterministic replay [19] provides a partial solution in that it can reproduce the functional behavior of a program by carefully recording all nondeterministic events (such as external inputs or random decisions) in a log, and by replaying the exact same events during replay. This ensures that the program produces the same outputs in the same order. However, it is not sufficient to reproduce the program’s temporal behavior: as we will show experimentally, the replayed execution can take substantially more – or less – time than the original execution, and the outputs can appear at very different points in both executions. There are two key reasons for this. First, existing replay systems reproduce only factors that control a program’s control or data flow; they do not reproduce factors that affect timing because the latter is fundamentally, play and replay involve very different operations (e.g., writing vs. reading, and capturing vs. injecting) that have different timing behavior, and these differences affect the program’s overall timing.

We propose to address these challenges using a mechanism we call time-deterministic replay (TDR). A TDR system naturally provides deterministic replay, but it additionally reproduces events that have nondeterministic timing, and it carefully aligns its own operations during play and replay so that they affect the program’s timing in a similar way. On an ideal TDR implementation, replay would take exactly the same time as play, but in practice, TDR is limited by the presence of time noise on the platform on which it runs: for instance, many CPUs speculatively execute instructions, and we do not know a way to reproduce this behavior exactly. Nevertheless, we show that it is possible to mitigate or eliminate many large sources of time noise, and that the timing of complex programs can be reliably reproduced on a commodity machine with an error of 1.85% or less.

We also describe the design of Sanity¹, a practical TDR system for the Java Virtual Machine, and we show how Sanity can be used in one of our target applications: the detection of covert timing channels. Detecting such channels is known to be a hard problem that has been studied for years. The best known solutions [15, 22, 23, 40] work by inspecting some high-level statistic (such as the entropy) of the network traffic, and by looking for specific patterns; thus, it is not difficult for an adversary to circumvent them by varying the timing in a slightly different way. To our knowledge, TDR offers the first truly general approach: it can in principle detect timing modifications to even a single packet, and it does not require prior knowledge of the encoding that the adversary will use. In summary, we make the following five contributions:

• The TDR concept itself (Section 2);
• The design of Sanity, a system that provides TDR for the Java Virtual Machine (Section 3);
• A prototype implementation of Sanity (Section 4);
• An application of TDR to the detection of covert timing channels (Section 5); and
• An experimental evaluation of Sanity (Section 6).

2 Overview

In this section, we give a more precise problem statement, and we explain some of the key challenges.

2.1 Problem statement

Figure 1 illustrates two variants of the scenario we consider in this paper. In the variant in Figure 1(a), Alice has promised Bob that she would run some software $S$ on a (virtual or physical) machine of type $T$; Bob can connect to $S$ over the network, but he does not have physical access to it. (This scenario commonly occurs on today’s cloud platforms.) If the performance of $S$ does not meet Bob’s expectations, Bob might wonder whether Alice has really provisioned a machine of type $T$, or perhaps a less powerful type $T’$.

Figure 1(b) shows a different variant in which Charlie runs $S$ on a machine he controls directly. Even if $S$ appears to be working normally, Charlie might wonder whether the machine has been compromised by a remote adversary who has altered $S$ and is now trying to leak secrets over the network by subtly altering the timing of the messages $S$ sends. The key difference to the first scenario is that the machine is known to be of type $T$ (perhaps Charlie can physically inspect it), and that Charlie is questioning the integrity of $S$ instead.

¹The name Sanity is a play on the definition of insanity, often attributed to Albert Einstein, as the exact repetition of a process while expecting a different outcome.
In both scenarios, it seems reasonable to assume that Bob and Charlie have a way to observe the messages \( m_1, m_2, \ldots \) that \( S \) sends and receives, as well as the approximate transmission or arrival time \( t_1, t_2, \ldots \) of each message. The problem, then, is to decide whether a sequence \( (m_i, t_i) \) of messages and message timings is consistent with an execution of a software \( S \) on a machine of type \( T \).

### 2.2 Why not use prediction?

If Bob and Charlie had a way to precisely predict how long an execution of \( S \) on \( T \) was going to take, they could solve the problem simply by comparing the observed message timings \( t_i \) to his predictions. However, the execution time depends on an enormous number of factors, such as the inputs the program receives, the state of the CPU’s caches and TLBs, the number of hardware interrupts, the scheduling decisions of the kernel, and the duration of I/O operations, to name just a few. Because of this, predicting the execution time of any non-trivial program is known to be extremely difficult.

This problem has been extensively studied in the real-time systems community, and a variety of powerful timing analyses are now available (cf. [7] and [50] for an overview). But these analyses typically produce bounds – the worst-case execution time (WCET) and the best-case execution time (BCET) – and not the exact execution time. Moreover, the WCET (BCET) is typically much higher (lower) than the actual execution time [49]. Such bounds are useful if the goal is to guarantee timeliness, i.e., the execution completes before a particular point in time; however, it is usually not precise enough for the problem we consider here.

### 2.3 Approach: Reproducible timing

The solution we present in this paper is based on the key insight that it is not actually necessary to predict a priori how long an execution of \( S \) on \( T \) is going to take – it would be sufficient to reproduce the timing of an execution after the fact. This is a much easier problem because it does not require an analysis of the many complex factors that could affect the execution time; we “merely” need to ensure that these factors affect the reproduced execution in the same way. For instance, to predict the impact of the caches on the execution time, it would be necessary to predict the exact sequence of memory accesses that \( S \) is going to perform; to reproduce the impact, we can simply reproduce the same sequence of memory accesses.

Reproducible timing would solve the problem from Section 2.1 because it would enable a form of auditing: if Bob and Charlie locally have another machine of type \( T \) available, they can reproduce the execution of \( S \) on that machine and compare the timing to the timing they have observed on the remote machine. If the two are similar, this suggests that the remote machine is indeed of type \( T \); if the timings are dissimilar, this is evidence that the machine is of a different type, or that it is not running the unmodified software \( S \).

### 2.4 Challenge #1: Time noise

To highlight some of the key challenges of reproducible timing, we first consider two simple strawman solutions. The first is to simply reproduce the remote execution using deterministic replay, i.e., to ask the remote machine to record all nondeterministic inputs (such as messages, interrupts, etc.) along with the precise point in the program where each of them occurred, and to inject these inputs at the same points during replay. Deterministic replay is a well-established technique for which several mature solutions exist [3, 13, 19, 20, 39, 52, 53].

However, although this approach faithfully reproduces the control flow and the outputs of the original execution, it usually does not reproduce the timing. To illustrate this, we performed a simple experiment in which we measured the time it took to zero out a 4 MB array. Figure 2 shows a CDF of the completion times, normalized to the fastest time we observed. We show results for four different scenarios: (1) user level with GUI and network turned on; (2) user level in single-
user mode, running from a RAM disk; (3) kernel mode; and (4) kernel mode with IRQ turned off, cache flushed, TLB flushed, and execution pinned to a specific core. Ideally, all the executions would take the same amount of time and thus have a variance of zero, but in practice, some take considerably more time than others – the largest variance we observed was 189% in scenario (1), which corresponds to nearly 3x the time of the fastest execution in that scenario. Because of this variability, which we will refer to as time noise in the rest of this paper, it is extremely difficult to compare the timing of different executions, even for very simple programs.

However, Figure 2 also contains a hopeful message: as the environment becomes more and more controlled, the timing becomes more and more consistent. Hence, a major focus of this paper is on identifying and removing sources of time noise. If there were a way to completely eliminate all sources, the timing of the original and the repeated execution would be identical.

**Where does the time noise come from?** Commodity hardware and software have not been designed with repeatable timing in mind, and therefore contain many sources of time noise, including:

- **Memory**: Different memory accesses during play and replay and/or different memory layouts can increase or decrease the number of cache misses at all levels, and/or affect their timing;
- **CPU**: The processor can speculatively execute instructions or prefetch data, e.g., based on branch target predictions;
- **I/O**: Input/output operations can take a variable amount of time, particularly when HDDs are involved (due to seek/rotational latency);
- **IRQs**: Interrupts can occur at different points in the program; the handlers can cause delays and displace part of the working set from the cache; and
- **Kernel/VMM**: The kernel can preempt the program to schedule other tasks, or to take care of internal housekeeping. Also, system calls can take a variable amount of time.

Some of these sources can be completely eliminated; others can at least be considerably reduced by carefully designing the kernel or VMM. For instance, we can eliminate the variability from the address space layout by giving the program the same physical frames during play and replay, and we can reduce the interference from hardware interrupts by enabling them only at certain points in the execution.

### 2.5 Challenge #2: Play/replay asymmetry

Even if the timing of the program and the underlying hardware were completely deterministic, there is still a need to record its inputs so that its execution can be reproduced on another machine. This gives rise to another challenge: record and replay are fundamentally different operations that typically involve different code, different I/O operations, and different memory accesses. Thus, they will typically affect the timing in a different way.

To illustrate this point, we performed the following simple experiment. We recorded the execution of a simple Linux VM using XenTT [13], a replay-enabled variant of the Xen hypervisor, and we directed some web requests towards an HTTP server that was running in the VM. To get a sense of the timing of the events in the VM, we instrumented XenTT to also record, for each event $e$, the wall-clock time $T_p(e)$. We then replayed the log and measured, for each event $e$, the wall-clock time $T_r(e)$ at which $e$ was replayed. By comparing $T_p$ and $T_r$, we can get a sense of the relative speed of play and replay.

Figure 3 shows a plot in which $T_p$ is on the vertical axis and $T_r$ on the horizontal axis; each point represents one event in the log. With fully time-deterministic replay, this graph would show a straight line, but the actual graph is far from it. There are some phases in which replay is faster than play, e.g., the interval from $T_p(e) = 183$ to $T_p(e) = 196$, in which the VMM was waiting for inputs; XenTT simply skips this phase during replay. In other phases, play is faster than replay, e.g., during the kernel boot phase, when Linux calibrates its internal clock.

This simple experiment shows that, to achieve repeatable timing, removing sources of time noise is not enough – the VMM also needs to “balance” play and replay in such a way that they affect the timing in approximately the same way.

### 3 Sanity Design

In this section, we describe the design of Sanity, a virtual-machine monitor (VMM) that provides highly repeatable timing. Sanity is a clean-slate VMM design that implements the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
### 3.1 Why a clean-slate design?

It is natural to ask why we have chosen to redesign Sanity from scratch instead of simply extending one of the many excellent open-source VMM implementations that are already available. The reason is that existing implementations were not built with time-determinism in mind and thus tend to contain a variety of sources of time noise, such as randomized data structures, system calls, various types of speculation, and so on. Finding these sources would be difficult because their effects are not necessarily local: for instance, a function A might invoke a system call, and in the process of handling it, the kernel might access different memory locations, depending on its current state; this might then add cache misses to the execution of a completely different and unrelated function B that runs several milliseconds later.

By building our VMM from scratch, we gained the ability to control every aspect of its design, and to carefully avoid introducing time noise at each step along the way. Since our resources were limited, we chose the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which is relatively simple – it has only 202 instructions, no interrupts, and does not include legacy features like the x86 string instructions – and for which there is a large amount of existing software. However, even state-of-the-art JVMs are very complex; for instance, the HotSpot JVM consists of almost 250,000 lines of code. Hence, we necessarily had to focus on the core features and omit others, such as just-in-time (JIT) compilation, which obviously limits Sanity’s performance. We accept this limitation because it is not inherent: given enough time and a large enough team, it should be perfectly feasible to build a time-deterministic JIT compiler, as well as all the other features we were unable to include in our prototype.

Sanity provides deterministic replay (Section 3.2), and it includes a combination of several techniques that reduce or eliminate time noise (Sections 3.3–3.7). Table 1 provides an overview of the sources of time noise we focused on, and the technique(s) we used to mitigate or eliminate each of them.

### Table 1: Sources of time noise that Sanity mitigates or eliminates, as well as the corresponding techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise source</th>
<th>Mitigation technique(s) used</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>Deterministic replay [19]</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness</td>
<td>Avoid or log random decisions</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td>Deterministic multithreading [38]</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts</td>
<td>Handle interrupts on a separate core</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>3.3+3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play vs. replay</td>
<td>Align JVM’s control flow and memory accesses during play and replay</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caches</td>
<td>Flush caches at the beginning; use the same physical frames</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paging</td>
<td>All memory is pinned and managed by JVM</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Pad variable-time operations; use SSDs instead of HDDs</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preemption</td>
<td>Run in kernel mode; do not share core with other apps</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU features</td>
<td>Disable timing-relevant CPU features, such as frequency scaling</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Deterministic replay

Our implementation of deterministic replay in Sanity relies mostly on standard techniques from other replay-enabled JVM implementations [2, 16]: during the original execution (“play”), we record all nondeterministic events in a log, and during the reproduced execution (“replay”), we inject the same events at the same points. For the JVM, this is much easier than for the x86-based replay implementations that many readers will be familiar with (e.g., ReVirt [19]). This is because the latter must record asynchronous events, such as hardware interrupts, that can strike at any point during the execution – even in the middle of CISC instructions such as **rep movsb** – which requires complex logic for injecting the event at exactly the same point during replay. The JVM, in contrast, does not have a notion of interrupts, and a simple global instruction counter is sufficient to identify any point in the execution.

To reduce the number of events that must be recorded, we implement a simple form of deterministic multithreading [38] in Sanity: threads are scheduled round-robin, and each runnable thread is given a fixed budget of Java instructions it may execute before it is forced to yield. Since the execution of the individual threads is already deterministic, there is no need to record information about context switches in the log, since they will occur at exactly the same points during replay.

If Sanity is used for long-running services – perhaps a web server, which can run for months or even years – it is important to enable auditors to reproduce smaller segments of the execution individually. Like other deterministic replay systems, Sanity could provide checkpointing for this purpose, and thus enable the auditor to replay any segment that starts at a checkpoint.

### 3.3 Timed core and supporting core

Although the JVM itself does not have asynchronous events, the platform on which it runs (e.g., an x86 machine) will usually have them. To prevent these events from interfering with the timing of the JVM’s execu-
tion, Sanity confines them to a separate core. Thus, even though Sanity implements a single-core JVM, it requires a platform with at least two cores: a **timed core (TC)** that executes the JVM itself, and a **supporting core (SC)** that handles interrupts and I/O on the TC’s behalf.

The **TC-SC separation shields the TC from most effects of asynchronous events**, but, on most platforms (with the exception of certain NUMAs), it cannot shield it **entirely**, since the two cores share the same memory bus. Even if the SC’s program fits entirely into the SC cache, DMAs from devices must still traverse the memory bus, where they can sometimes compete with the TC’s accesses.

### 3.4 Communication between TC and SC

The TC and SC communicate by means of two in-memory ring buffers: the **S-T buffer** and the **T-S buffer**. The SC receives asynchronous inputs, such as incoming network messages, and writes them to the S-T buffer; the TC inspects this buffer at regular intervals, or when an explicit read operation is invoked (such as `DatagramChannel.read`). Conversely, when the TC produces outputs (e.g., outgoing network messages), it writes them to the T-S buffer. The SC periodically inspects this buffer and forwards any outputs it contains.

The purpose of this arrangement is to make play and replay look identical from the perspective of the TC – in both cases, the TC reads inputs from the S-T buffer and writes outputs to the T-S buffer. The SC, of course, acts differently during replay: it reads the inputs in the S-T buffer from the log rather than from a device, and it discards the outputs in the T-S buffer. But the control flow on the TC, which is crucial for repeatable timing, is identical. (See Section 3.5 for an important exception.)

### 3.5 Symmetric read/writes

If both the TC’s sequence of memory accesses and its control flow are to be exactly the same during play and replay, there are two special cases that need to be handled. The first concerns the T-S buffer. Suppose, for instance, that the VM invokes `System.nanoTime` to read the current wallclock time. This event must be logged, along with the value that Sanity returns, so that the call can have the same result during replay. A naïve implementation might check a “replay flag” and then write the time to the T-S buffer if the flag is clear, and read from it if the flag is set. However, this would cause both different memory accesses (a dirty cache line during play, and a clean one during replay) and different control flow (perhaps a branch taken during play and not taken during replay, which would pollute the BTB).

To produce the exact same control flow and memory accesses during play and replay, we use the approach shown in Figure 4 to access events in the T-S buffer. (The figure shows, as an example, how we access an integer.) `playMask` is a bit mask that is set to `111...11` during play, and to `0` during replay. When an event occurs, Sanity invokes the algorithm with `value` set to the value that would need to be recorded if this were the play phase (e.g., the current wallclock time). The algorithm then reads from the T-S buffer the data `*buf` that would need to be returned if this were the replay phase. It then computes the value `temp` to be either the former (during play) or the latter (during replay). Finally, it writes `temp` to the T-S buffer and returns it to the caller; the caller then proceeds with the returned value (e.g., returns it from `System.nanoTime`). The overall effect is that the value is written to the buffer during play and read from the buffer during replay; the memory accesses are identical, and no branches are taken.

A related case concerns the S-T buffer. When the TC checks the buffer during play and finds a new entry there (e.g., a received network packet), it must write the JVM’s instruction counter to the entry as a virtual “timestamp” so it can be injected at the same point during replay. During replay, the TC must check this timestamp to avoid processing entries before the instruction counter reaches that value again. We handle this case similarly to the first one (the TC always reads, checks, and writes the timestamp), but with an additional twist: during play, the SC always adds a “fake” entry with a timestamp of infinity at the end of the buffer, so that the TC’s next-entry checks will always fail. When the SC appends a new entry, it overwrites the previous “fake” entry (but adds a new one at the end), and it sets the timestamp to zero, so the TC’s check is guaranteed to succeed. The TC can recognize this special value and replaces it with the current instruction count.

### 3.6 Initialization and quiescence

To maximize the similarity between play and replay timing, Sanity must ensure that the machine is in the same state when the execution begins. This not only involves CPU state, but also memory contents, stable storage, and key devices.

On the TC, Sanity flushes all the caches it can control, including the data caches, the TLB, and any instruction caches. This entails a certain performance penalty be-
cause the caches must all be repopulated, but recall that
the caches remain enabled during the execution, so it is
a one-time cost. We note that some CPUs perform
flushes asynchronously (such as the wbinvd in-
struction on IA-32). To account for this, the TC adds a
brief quiescence period before it begins the execution;
this allows the cache flush to complete, and it can also
be used to let hardware devices (such as the NIC) finish
any operations that are still in progress. If the instruc-
tion stream on the TC is exactly the same and the caches have
deterministic replacement policy (such as the popular
LRU), this is almost sufficient to reproduce the evolution
of cache states on the TC. The missing piece is virtual
memory: even if the TC has the same virtual memory
layout during play and replay, the pages could still be
backed by different physical frames, which could lead
to different conflicts in physically-indexed caches. To
prevent this, Sanity deterministically chooses the frames
that will be mapped to the TC’s address space, so they
are the same during play and replay.

During execution, no memory pages are allocated or
released on the TC; the JVM performs its own memory
management via garbage collection. Garbage collection
is not a source of time noise, as long as it is itself deter-
ministic.

3.7 I/O handling
Sanity uses the SC to perform all I/O operations. For
streaming-type devices, such as the NIC or the terminal,
this is relatively straightforward: whenever the TC has
an output to send (such as a network packet, or a termi-
nal output), it writes the data to the T-S buffer; whenever
the SC receives an input, it writes it to the S-T buffer,
which the TC checks at regular intervals.

Storage devices are more challenging because the latency
between the point where the VM issues a read re-
quest and the point where the data is available can be
difficult to reproduce. A common way to address this
(cf. [5]) is to pad all requests to their maximal duration.
This approach is expensive for HDDs because of their
high rotational latency, which can be several milliseconds,
but it is more practical for the increasingly common
SSDs, which are roughly three orders of magnitude
faster, and far more predictable.

3.8 What Sanity does not do
We emphasize that Sanity does not run with caches dis-
abled, and that it does not prevent the JVM from per-
forming I/O or from communicating with the outside
world. Although the effects of these features on execu-
tion time are hard to predict, we argue – and we will
demonstrate in Section 6 – that it is possible to repro-
duce them with relatively high accuracy, to a degree that
becomes useful for interesting new applications (more
about this in Section 5). Ensuring reproducibility is far
from trivial, but can be accomplished with careful design
choices, such as the ones we have described here.

4 Sanity Implementation
Next, we describe a prototype of Sanity that we have
built for our experiments.

4.1 Java Virtual Machine
For our prototype, we implemented a Java Virtual Ma-
ine from the ground up. This includes support for
the JVM’s instructions, dynamic memory management,
a mark-and-sweep garbage collector, class loading, ex-
ception handling, etc. However, we designed our
JVM to be compatible with Oracle’s Java class library
(rt.jar), so we did not need to re-implement the stan-
dard classes in the java.lang package. The class li-
brary interacts with the JVM by calling native functions
at certain points, e.g., to perform I/O. For our experi-
ments, we implemented only a subset of these functions;
for instance, we did not add support for a GUI because
none of our example applications require one.

Our current prototype does not support just-in-time
compilation or Java reflection. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1, we decided against implementing these because
both are major sources of complexity, and neither is
likely to be a major source of time noise. Since Ora-
acle’s class library invokes reflection at some surprising
points (e.g., when instantiating a HashMap), we made
some small additions to the class library that can replace
the relevant classes without using reflection.

Altogether, our prototype consists of 9,061 lines of
C/C++ code; our additions to the class library contribute
another 1,150 lines of Java code.

4.2 Isolating the timed core
Recall from Section 3.3 that the timed core must be iso-
lated, to the extent possible, from sources of time noise
in the rest of the system. One way to accomplish this
would be to run the JVM as a standalone kernel; how-
ever, we decided against this because of the need for
driver support. Instead, we implemented our prototype
as a Linux kernel module with two threads. The TC
thread runs on one core with interrupts and the NMI
disabled; the SC thread runs on a different core and in-
teracts with the TC as discussed in Section 3.4. The
SC thread can access the kernel’s device drivers, e.g.,
to send and receive network packets. On NUMA plat-
forms, the two cores should be chosen to be far apart, so
they share as little as possible.
To improve the repeatability of cache effects, our prototype uses the same physical memory frames for each execution. We use a separate kernel module for this purpose that is loaded during startup and that reserves a certain range of frames for later use by the TC/SC module.

To reduce the time noise from the CPU itself, we disable timing-relevant features such as frequency scaling and TurboBoost in the BIOS (and, in the case of the latter, again during boot, since Linux surreptitiously re-enables it). Disabling dynamic hardware-level optimizations has a certain performance cost, but it seems unavoidable, since the effect of these optimizations is unpredictable and – at least on current hardware – they cannot be fully controlled by the software. To further reduce the time noise from the CPU, we carefully flush all caches before the execution starts; specifically, we toggle CR4.PCIDE to flush all TLB entries (including global ones) and we use the wbinvd instruction to flush the caches.

4.3 Limitations
Since our Sanity prototype is built on commodity hardware and a commodity kernel, it cannot guarantee time-determinism, since we cannot rule out the possibility that there is a source of time noise that we have missed. It should be possible to achieve such a guarantee by enforcing time-determinism at each layer – e.g., by starting with a precision-timed system such as PRET [21] and by adding a kernel that is built using the principles from Section 3 – but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Our Sanity design assumes that play and replay will be performed on machines of the same type. It may be possible to correct for small differences, e.g., by using frequency scaling during replay to match a lower clock speed during play, or by disabling extra cores or memory banks that were not available during play. However we are not aware of any efficient technique that could precisely reproduce the timing of an execution on a completely different architecture.

Two final limitations result from the fact that our design uses exactly two cores, one TC and one SC. First, the SC is mostly idle because its only purpose is to isolate the TC; thus, the second core is mostly overhead. Second, multithreaded Java programs must be executed entirely on the TC and cannot take advantage of additional cores. These are limitations of our Sanity prototype, and not of TDR: the TC/SC division, and thus the need for a second core, could be avoided in a TDR system that runs directly on the hardware, and the restriction to a single TC could be removed by adapting techniques from existing multi-core replay systems, such as SMP-ReVirt [20], perhaps in combination with novel hardware features, as in QuickRec [41].

Figure 5: An example covert timing channel that encodes the bitstring 10001.

5 Application: Covert Timing Channels
Next, we present a concrete example application for TDR: the detection of covert timing channels that exfiltrate information from a compromised machine.

A covert channel is an unauthorized channel that allows the surreptitious communication of information. Covert channels have become a pervasive security threat in distributed systems, and have produced an arms race between methods for achieving covertness and techniques for detecting such channels (see Section 8). Here, we focus on a class of covert channels called covert timing channels in which a compromised host manipulates the timing of network activities to directly embed covert information into inter-packet delays (IPDs). By observing the timing of packets, the receiver can reconstruct the covert message.

Figure 5 illustrates a simple covert timing channel. The sender manipulates the delays between sending two consecutive packets to encode a covert message, where bit 1 (resp. 0) is encoded by adding a large (resp. small) IPD, indicated as ‘L’ (resp. ‘S’) in the Figure. Upon receiving the network flow, the receiver can then recover the covert message by observing the IPDs between consecutive packets.

5.1 Examples of timing channels
Since Lampson first proposed covert timing channels in the 1970s [31], a number of practical channels have been demonstrated in the literature (cf. [4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 45–47]), broadly falling into the following categories:

IP covert timing channel (IPCTC). Like most early timing channels, IPCTC is based on a simple idea: the sender transmits bit 1 by sending a packet within a predetermined time interval, and transmits 0 by remaining silent in that interval. Due to their unique traffic signatures, IPCTCs are straightforward to detect.

Traffic replay covert timing channel (TRCTC). TRCTC tries to confuse detectors by replaying the IPDs from legitimate traffic (without covert channels). It categorizes IPDs in the legitimate traffic stream into two
bins ($B_0$ and $B_1$ for small and large IPDs, respectively). It then transmits a 0 by choosing a delay from $B_0$ and a 1 by choosing a delay from $B_1$. However, since the encoding scheme is constant, TRCTC exhibits more regular patterns than a legitimate traffic stream, the latter of which usually has high variability (e.g., burstiness).

**Model-based covert timing channel (MBCTC).** MBCTC generates IPDs to mimic the statistical properties of legitimate traffic. It periodically fits samples of a legitimate traffic to several models and picks the best fit. Gianvecchio et al. [24] have shown that the shape of the MBCTC traffic is almost the same as the one of legitimate traffic. However, as there is no correlation between consecutive IPDs, MBCTC is highly regular.

There are multiple types of defenses against covert timing channels; for instance, it is possible to disrupt them or to reduce their bandwidth [5, 28, 30, 32], and certain types can even be eliminated with language-based techniques [1] (albeit at the expense of limiting expressiveness). However, recent work has begun to focus more on detection, typically based on traffic statistics. It is this work that is most relevant here.

### 5.2 State of the art in detection

Next, we briefly describe four state-of-the-art detection techniques for covert timing channels.

**Shape test** [15]. The shape test checks only flow-level statistics; it assumes that the covert channel traffic could be differentiated from legitimate traffic using only first-order statistics, such as the mean and variance of IPDs. While the shape test detects IPCTCs, it is often insufficient to detect more advanced timing channels.

**Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test)** [40]. The KS-test assumes that the legitimate traffic and the covert channel traffic are drawn from two different distributions. The KS-test calculates the distance between the empirical distributions of the test sample and training sample (from legitimate traffic). If the distance is above a predetermined threshold, the test distribution is considered to contain a covert timing channel.

**Regularity test (RT-test)** [15]. The RT-test is based on the observation that the variance of IPDs in legitimate traffic varies over time, while a covert channel manifests a relatively constant variance due to its constant encoding scheme. RT-test groups the traffic into sets of $w$ packets, and compares the standard deviation of pairwise differences between each set. RT-test has the disadvantage that it exhibits a high false positive rate when the legitimate traffic is highly variant.

**Corrected conditional entropy (CCE)** [22]. The CCE metric extends the notion of the regularity test. It uses a high-order entropy rate to recognize the repeated pattern that is formed by the covert timing channel.

### 5.3 Detecting timing channels with TDR

Existing statistic-based detection techniques rely on the availability of a sufficient amount of legitimate traffic to construct accurate models and tune cut-off thresholds. This greatly reduces the effectiveness of these techniques when such information is not available. In addition, statistic-based techniques are effective when covert timing channels transmit information at a high rate; it is much more difficult to detect slow-rate covert timing channels in which traffic patterns are almost indistinguishable from legitimate ones.

To address these limitations, we propose a novel detection technique for covert timing channels that is based on TDR. Our approach differs fundamentally from the existing ones in Section 5.2 in that we do not look for the presence or absence of specific patterns in the observed traffic; rather, we use TDR to reconstruct what the timing of the packets ought to have been. Concretely, each machine would be required to record its inputs in a log; this log could then be audited periodically, perhaps authenticated with an accountability technique like PeerReview [25], and then replayed with TDR on a different machine, using a known-good implementation of the audited machine’s software. In the absence of timing channels, the packet timing during replay should match any observations during play (e.g., from traffic traces); any significant deviation would be a strong sign that a channel is present.

Note that this approach does not require knowledge of a specific encoding, and that it can in principle detect even a delay of a single packet. The adversary’s only way to avoid detection would be to make very small changes to the timing, so that they stay below TDR’s replay accuracy; however, if the accuracy is high enough, the adversary may no longer be able to distinguish the timing changes from network jitter, which effectively renders the channel unusable.

### 6 Evaluation

Next, we report results from our experimental evaluation of Sanity. We focus on three key questions: 1) How accurately does Sanity reproduce the timing of the original execution?, 2) What are the costs of running Sanity?, and 3) Is Sanity effective in detecting a variety of covert timing channels?

#### 6.1 Experimental setup

For our experiments, we deployed Sanity on a Dell Opti-plex 9020 workstation, which has a 3.40 Ghz Intel Core i7-4770 CPU, 16 GB of RAM, an 128 GB Vector ZDO SSD, and a 1 Gbps network card. We installed Ubuntu
13.12 as the host OS, and we configured it with a RAM disk for storing the logs and the files for the NFS server.

We also installed the 32-bit version of Oracle’s Java SE 7u51 JVM, so we can compare the performance of Sanity to that of a state-of-the-art JVM. However, Oracle’s JVM supports just-in-time (JIT) compilation, whereas Sanity does not; hence, to enable meaningful comparisons, we report two sets of results for the Oracle JVM: one with the default settings, and another in which the `-Xint` flag is set. The latter forces the JVM to interpret the Java bytecode rather than compiling it, just like Sanity. We refer to these configurations as Oracle-JIT and Oracle-INT, respectively.

### 6.2 Speed

The first question we examine is whether the presence of TDR imposes a major performance penalty. Ideally, we would simply “enable” and “disable” TDR in the same codebase, but this is hard to do because TDR is a design feature. However, we can at least obtain some qualitative results by comparing the results from a computation-intensive benchmark.

As a workload, we chose NIST’s SciMark 2.0 [42] Java benchmark that consists of five computational kernels: a fast Fourier transform (FFT), a Jacobi successive over-relaxation (SOR), a Monte Carlo integration (MC), a sparse matrix multiply (SMM) and a lower-upper factorization (LU). We ran each benchmark in each of our three configurations (Sanity, Oracle-JIT, and Oracle-INT), and we measured the completion time.

Table 2 shows our results. Since Sanity lacks a JIT compiler, it cannot match the performance of Oracle’s JVM with JIT compilation enabled. However, the comparison with the Oracle JVM in interpreted mode is more mixed; sometimes one JVM is faster, and sometimes the other. We note that Sanity has some advantages over the Oracle JVM, such as the second core and the privilege of running in kernel mode with pinned memory and IRQs disabled, so this is not a completely fair comparison. Nevertheless, at the very least, these results suggest that TDR is not impractical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Sanity</th>
<th>Oracle-INT</th>
<th>Oracle-JIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOR</td>
<td>7.4211</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>1.0674</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>4.0890</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>8.4068</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>0.2555</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: SciMark2 performance of Sanity and Oracle’s JVM, normalized to Oracle’s JVM in interpreted mode.

### 6.3 Timing stability

A key requirement for any TDR implementation is timing stability: two executions of the same program with the same inputs and the same initial state must take a very similar amount of time. To quantify the stability of Sanity’s timing, we again use the SciMark benchmark because it takes no external inputs, so it is easy to reproduce the same execution even without deterministic replay. We ran each benchmark on Sanity 50 times, and we calculated the difference between the longest and the shortest execution. For comparison, we performed the same experiment on two variants of the Oracle-INT configuration: a “dirty” variant, in which the machine is in multi-user mode, with a GUI and with networking enabled, and a “clean” variant in which the machine is in single-user mode and the JVM is the only program running. The latter approximates the closest one can get to timing stability with an out-of-the-box Oracle JVM.

Figure 6 shows our results. Not surprisingly, timing in the “dirty” configuration can vary considerably, in some cases by 79%; this is because of the many sources of time noise (such as preemptions and concurrent background tasks) that are present in this configuration. In the “clean” configuration, the variability is more than an order of magnitude lower; Sanity can reduce it by another order of magnitude or more, to the point where all execution times are within 0.08%–1.22% of each other (the corresponding bars in Figure 6 are there, but are hard to see). This suggests that Sanity effectively mitigates or eliminates the major sources of time noise.

### 6.4 Replay accuracy

Next, we examine how well Sanity can fulfill its promise of repeatable timing. For this purpose, we use an I/O-intensive benchmark because I/O is a major source of time noise; also, this allows us to easily collect many traces with different inputs and thus different timing behavior. We chose `nfsj` [37], an open-source NFS server that is written in Java. We made some small mod-
are within 1.85%.

For the NFS traces.

We gathered 100 one-minute traces of the NFS server while it was handling requests, and we then replayed each of the traces. As a first sanity check, we compared the original execution time of each trace to the execution times of its replay. We found that 97% of the replays were within 1% of the original execution time; the largest difference we observed was 1.85%. Recall that deterministic replay requires very different operations in the VMM during play and replay, so this result is far more remarkable than the stability we have shown in Section 6.3: it is a result of the careful alignment of play and replay in Sanity’s design.

To examine these results in more detail, we also recorded the timing of each individual message the NFS server transmitted during each play and replay. We then took each pair of consecutive messages \((m_i, m_{i+1})\) in each replayed trace \(T_i\) and calculated the difference between a) the transmission times of these messages during replay, and b) the transmission times of the corresponding messages during play, shown respectively on the y- and x-axes of Figure 7. If Sanity had reproduced the timing exactly, the two differences would be identical, and the graph would show a straight line; in practice, there is some remaining variability due to remaining sources of time noise. However, all the differences are within 1.85%.

6.5 Log size

An important source of overhead in Sanity is the log of nondeterministic events that the SC must write to stable storage during the execution. To quantify this, we examined our NFS traces from Section 6.4 and found that the logs grew at a rate of approximately 20 kB/minute. Not surprisingly, the logs mostly contained incoming network packets (84% in our trace); recall that these must be recorded in their entirety, so that they can be injected again during replay. (In contrast, packets that the NFS server transmits need not be recorded because the replayed execution will produce an exact copy.) A small fraction of the log consisted of other entries, e.g., entries that record the wall-clock time during play when the VM invokes `System.nanoTime`.

We note that Sanity requires no additional log entries specifically for TDR, so its logs should generally be no larger (or smaller) than those of previous implementations of deterministic replay. For instance, Dunlap et al. [19], which describes a replay system for IA-32, reported a log growth rate of 1.4 GB/day for SPECweb99, and 0.2 GB/day for a desktop machine in day-to-day use. We expect that Sanity’s logs would have a similar size, so, given today’s inexpensive storage, keeping the logs for a few days should be perfectly feasible.

6.6 Covert-channel experiments

In the rest of this section, we report results from our covert-channel experiments. For these experiments, we implemented the IPCTC, TRCTC, and MBCTC covert channels from Section 5.1 in our `nfsj`-based NFS file server. The channels add delays using a special JVM primitive that we can enable or disable at runtime; this allows us to easily collect traces with and without timing channels, without making changes to the server code.

In a real attack – e.g., in the cloud computing scenario – the server’s messages would need to traverse a wide-area network and thus incur additional time noise that must be considered by the sender of a covert timing channel. To represent this in our experiments, we locate the NFS client and server at two different universities on the U.S. East coast. The RTT between the two was approximately 10 ms, and (based on 1000 ICMP ping measurements) the 50th, 90th, and 99th percentile jitter was 0.18 ms, 0.80 ms, and 3.91 ms, respectively. Since the content of the files on the NFS server is irrelevant, we simply used a workload of 30 files with sizes between 1kB and 30kB; the client reads all of these files one after the other.

To compare Sanity against the timing detectors described in Section 5.1 – shape test, KS-test, regularity test (RT-Test), and corrected conditional entropy (CCE-Test) – we ran experiments with each detector-channel combination. During each experiment, we gathered a packet trace on the server itself; this eliminates detection errors due to network jitter, and it approximates a scenario where the detector is very close to the server (for instance, it might be run by the network administrator). The traces were available to detectors; our Sanity-based detector additionally had access to the server’s log and (for replay) to a non-compromised `nfsj` binary.
expected, our Sanity-based detector offered perfect detection, significantly differs from that of normal traffic. As expected, all the existing detectors failed to reliably detect the channel; in contrast, our Sanity-based detector still provided perfect accuracy. This is expected because, unlike existing detectors, Sanity does not rely on statistical tests that must be carefully tuned to balance the risks of under- and over-detection; instead, TDR-based detectors can potentially find any significant timing variation, even if it affects only a single packet.

6.9 Time noise vs. jitter

As discussed in Section 3 and empirically measured in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, TDR does not completely eliminate all sources of time noise. For example, contention between the SC and the TC on the memory bus might affect different executions in slightly different ways. In theory, an adversary could exploit this remaining time noise to construct a covert channel that avoids detection: if the differences between log and replay due to the covert channel are within the range of normal time noise, then Sanity will fail to detect the channel.

However, such a strategy is infeasible in practice due to the vast asymmetry between time noise allowed by Sanity and time noise due to the network (i.e., network jitter). Figure 7 demonstrated that the timing noise allowed by Sanity is under 1.85% of the original IPDs, that is, 0.14 ms for a median IPD of 7.4 ms. On the other hand, the measured median jitter is 0.18 ms, which is 129% of the allowed noise. Note that the jitter is measured between two well-provisioned universities; it is a very conservative estimation of the jitter that the traffic of a covert timing channel would encounter. For example, the median jitter of broadband connection has been measured to be approximately 2.5 ms [18]. To avoid detection, the adversary would need to accept an extremely low accuracy of reception, making such an avoidance strategy impractical.
6.10 Summary

Our results confirm that it is possible to reproduce execution times with high accuracy, even on commodity hardware. Our prototype currently cannot match the performance of a state-of-the-art JVM, but, as discussed in Section 3.1 it should be possible to get better performance by adding features such as JIT. As an example of an interesting new application that TDR enables, we have demonstrated a novel, TDR-based detector for covert timing channels that outperforms existing detectors both in terms of accuracy and in terms of generality. To avoid triggering this detector, an adversary would need to use extremely small timing variations that would most likely be lost in the jitter of a wide-area network.

7 Discussion

Multi-tenancy: Although Sanity currently supports only a single VM per machine, it should be possible to provide TDR on machines that are running multiple VMs. The key challenge would be isolation: the extra VMs would introduce additional time noise into each other’s execution, e.g., via the shared memory bus. We speculate that recent work in the real-time domain [51] could mitigate the “cross-talk” between different VMs; techniques such as [33] could be used to partition the memory and the cache. If the partitions are equivalent, it may even be possible to replay an execution in a different partition from the one in which it was recorded, which would remove the need to have the same physical pages available during play and replay.

Accountability: Although TDR can detect inconsistencies between the timing of messages and the machine configuration that supposedly produced them, it cannot directly prove such inconsistencies to a third party. This capability could be added by combining TDR with accountability techniques, such as accountable virtual machines [26]. However, the latter are designed for asynchronous systems, so a key challenge would be to extend them with some form of “evidence of time”.

8 Related Work

Covert timing channels. We have already discussed prior work on timing channel detection in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Briefly, TDR is different in two ways: 1) it looks at the timing of individual packets rather than high-level traffic statistics, which gives it the ability to detect even low-rate, sporadic channels, and 2) it does not look for specific anomalies but rather for deviations from the expected timing, which enables the detection of novel channels. We know of only one other work, Liu et al. [34] that uses a VM-based detector, but [34] simply replicates incoming traffic to two VMs on the same machine and compares the timing of the outputs. Moreover, without determinism the two VMs would soon diverge and cause a large number of false positives.

Deterministic replay. There is a large body of work on enabling deterministic replay at various levels, e.g., at the hardware level [27] or the OS level [3, 6, 8–10, 17, 36, 38, 39]. However, these solutions reproduce only the functional behavior of the program. To our knowledge, TDR is the first primitive that can accurately reproduce the temporal behavior as well.

Real-time systems. Timing stability has also been a design goal of precision-timed (PRET) machines [21]. The PRET machines reduce variances in the execution time using deadline instructions [29], thread-interleaved pipeline [35], and scratchpad-based memory hierarchy [35, 43]. These machines can potentially achieve a very stable timing, although they do require new processor designs. There also exist time-predictable architectures for real-time systems that can indirectly enable stable timing, such as MCGREP [48] and JOP [44], by making the execution time more deterministic. However, we are not aware of any existing work that provides both repeatable timing and deterministic replay.

9 Conclusion

This paper introduces time-deterministic replay (TDR), a mechanism for reproducing both the execution and the timing of a program. TDR is well-suited for a number of system administrator and developer tasks, including debugging, forensics, and attack detection.

TDR presents a number of design and engineering challenges—modern commodity processors and operating systems are tailored for performance, not for precise and identical repetition of processes. We eliminate or mitigate many sources of “time noise” and demonstrate the feasibility of TDR by implementing a proof-of-concept TDR-capable JVM that we call Sanity. Our benchmarking experiments reveal that Sanity can reproduce the timing of an execution to within 1.85% of the original. We additionally demonstrate the practicality of TDR by using Sanity to detect a variety of classes of covert timing channels. Our results are encouraging: Sanity is able to detect even extremely subtle and low-bandwidth timing channels that fail to be detected using standard shape- and statistical-based detection approaches.
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